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I write further to my email of yesterday on behalf of Thames Water Utilities Limited and Kennet
Properties Limited. I would be grateful if the Examining Authority could be updated at the hearing this
morning.
Negotiations are still continuing regarding the interests to be compulsorily acquired. In view of the
progress made to date Thames Water and Kennet Properties do not think it would be a good use of
inquiry time for their objections to be expanded today and therefore they are content to rely upon the
content of their written objections.   In the event that agreement is reached with the acquiring authority
before the close of the examination the Examining Authority will be immediately updated.
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Subject: URGENT North London Waste Authority - Edmonton Eco Park DCO - Position statement Kennet Properties Limited and Thames Water Utilities Limited
I write on behalf of Thames Water Utilities Limited and Kennet Properties Limited who have been
engaged in detailed discussions with the NLWA regarding their concerns about the draft application
for a DCO.
Whilst the negotiations have yet to complete, the parties have agreed most of the amendments to the
contents of the protective provisions that will benefit Thames Water, with the detail of a couple of
amendments yet to be finalised (though the relevant principles have been agreed). The amendments

to the protective provisions will be attached to a private settlement agreement. The parties have also
agreed most of the content of a settlement agreement, with the detail of a few provisions remaining
(though the relevant principles have also been agreed).
Thames Water’s concerns regarding the previously proposed amendment to the DCO by LB Enfield in
relation to the reinstatement of the temporary laydown area have been overcome by the revised SoCG
between NLWA and LB Enfield dated 30th June 2016 which confirms at paragraph 3.26.2 that: “It is
agreed that the Temporary Laydown Area will be restored to its pre-development state including
removal of surfacing, underground tanks and any SuDs features.”   The NWLA has agreed to resist
any changes to this principle from any other party.   Accordingly Thames Water Utilities Limited will not
attend the hearing today as the relevant matters that concerned them have been largely settled and its
objections will be withdrawn once the settlement agreement has been completed.
Negotiations are continuing regarding the interests to be compulsorily acquired and Thames Water and
Kennet Properties are hopeful that their attendance at the hearing on 6 July may also not be
required. They will confirm their position to the Examining Authority later today.
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